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Summary
Coffee is a widely popular and beverage in our day. It is widely consumed in many societies and the amount of this consumption has been gradually increasing over the years. However, because of the caffeine and some other chemical substances that it contains, it can give rise to addiction cases when used in excessive amounts; and, the American Psychiatric Association’s having given place to warnings that it might cause withdrawal and intoxication, in its DSM V published in 2013, it directed the attention of the science world to this aspect and gave a wing to the studies. In this study, especially worldwide international publications released in recent years have been examined, aiming to handle the benefits and damages of coffee consumption in line with caffeine addiction. In this sense, the literature has been synthesised using the document review method, offering guiding information for future studies about the relation between coffee addiction and caffeine consumption disorder. In addition to recommended doses and overdose amounts, an important warning made by the experts is that the consumption criteria is different for each individual. However, it is considered important to take into account the possible effects of overdose consumption especially on pregnant women and children.
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Introduction
Having a history enriched with various stories, “Coffee” is one of the considerably widely consumed beverages served through various preparation methods. This beverage that has an extensive role in many cultures, emerged in the Arab Peninsula in the 15th century and was introduced to the Ottoman Empire, which became popular among both the royal family and the public. The coffee sacks left by the Ottoman Army after the Siege of Vienna led to the spread of this product in Europe [1]. The study published by Robert Burton in 1632, titled “The Anatomy of Melancholy” defines Coffee as a Turkish beverage and mentions that people of that region in that century used to gather at Coffee Houses and consume tea and coffee [2]. It is a widely well known fact that beverages that seem ordinary like Cacao and Cola consist in the Caffeine substance as does Coffee.

Considered by many people as a beverage that helps start the day in the morning and enhances the working performance during the day, coffee has created an industry itself with its smell, taste, look and various presentations in recent years. Another point that should be considered on the other hand is the scientific studies proposing that the Caffeine substance contained in coffee might cause consumption disorders. It is also necessary to take into account that caffeine is a stimulant that affects the central nervous system, leads to changes in metabolism and psychological mood, and thus may cause loss of appetite and insomnia [3]. This study mainly focuses on the views about whether caffeine causes addiction or not through inclusion of studies on its possible benefits and harms.

Method
In this study, the document review method has been used and studies related with caffeine have been interpreted in the sense of benefits, harms and addiction. Related books and articles available on Google and online libraries have been examined. As is known, document review means the analysis of written materials that include information on the research subject [4]. The purpose of the study is to remind once again what is known as well as to share the actual data available in the international literature in recent years. As the obtained resources are examined, caffeine consumption disorder is categorized under the titles of the relation between coffee and caffeine, caffeine withdrawal and its negative effects. An actual literature synthesis is presented by including some of the reports and scientific facts published on the internet.
Caffeine Consumption Disorder

It is a known fact that caffeinated drinks like coffee and tea may cause behavioral changes due to the substance they contain [5]. In the final version of DSM V used for diagnosing psychological problems published in 2013, The American Psychiatric Association records it under the roof of “Substance related disorders and addiction disorders), underlining that it causes substance extacy (intoxication) and withdrawal. As for the amount of use of substance, it defines consumptions over 250 mg as high dosis. The third section in the DSM V highlights the caffeine consumption disorder and criteria in the part explaining some issues that require measures to be taken.

Generally, addiction is a subject that people avoid to mention. As it is developed slowly in some cases, it is possible that the addiction has reached an irreversible stage when realized by the individual himself or by the people around. As we consider that the addiction status consists of three or more symptoms that accompany substance consumption in 12 months, it is understood that continuous consumption of caffeine may cause problems [6]. On the other hand, as mentioned in the DSM V, labeling something as a disorder requires a satisfactory amount of studies to be carried out on the subject. In this sense, researchers draw attention primarily to the amount consumed as they do not comment much on limited consumptions while they warn that overdose usage may cause addiction.

It is observed that the symptoms of caffeine withdrawal in cases of caffeine consumption disorder that might develop according to individuals’ anatomical structures, past lives, family doctrines and the situation of the society that they live in, generally match the status indicated on addiction charts. According to DSM V, these symptoms are: headache, obvious status of fatigue or apathy, an emotional state accompanied by Dysphoria, easily getting upset with something or someone, having difficulties about focusing on a certain subject are among the initial symptoms of withdrawal. Finally, the DSM V states that in withdrawal status, flu-like symptoms may be observed, which appear as nausea, vomiting, muscle pain and hardening [7].

The Relation Between Coffee and Caffeine

The fact that consuming anything at considerable amounts is enough while too much of anything is bad is a frequently testable matter in he daily life, which is important to consider for a healthy living. Although the amount of consumption depends on the individual’s decision, it is essential to know the benefits and harms in the first place and consider the situation accordingly. While caffeine is contained in various substances, the scannings show that the studies are mainly carried out around coffee. The facts that in the ICD-10 released by the World Health Organization (WHO) considered coffee among substances that might cause mental and behavioral disorders, that it focused on the studies carried out afterwards that the ICD 11 fist listed it among addictive substances but removed it from the list in the following edition, show that the experts actually are not comfortable with this issue and that they have difficulty in categorizing the caffeine substance [8, 9].

The caffeine, or “trimethylxanthine” as known in the science world, is a stimulant that’s mainly contained in coffee, tea, products made of chocolate and beverages like cola. While it helps the brain keep awake due to its stimulating effect, it increases the release of adrenalin in the body, activates the dopamine reserves and thus stimulates the brain’s pleasure center and creates a positive psychological state. Coffee distinguishes among others for the amount of caffeine that it contains. Because 150 ml of coffee contains around 60-150 miligrams of caffeine. Some of the counted benefits are that it helps lose weight, enhances performance in sports, keeps the attention awake, has an antioxidant nature for the polyphenol contained, and that it might have positive effects on memory problems and cancer diseases [10]. Its supportive effect on the treatment of obesity is among the findings of some studies held [11]. In addition to situations like insomnia, dehydration in the body, hypertension, anger, shivering, anxiety, it is among the harming elements that’s considered to have a risk of interaction with some medicines [12]. In a follow-up research held between the years 1995 and 2008, which studied the coffee-related death ratios, it was determined that even when the existence of damages of alcohol, smoking, etc. were ignored, there was a considerable relation between coffee and death ratios [13].

Staying away from the caffeine substance after constant use can cause such syndromes like headache, tiredness, stupefaction, etc [14]. Although this easily obtainable substance, consumption of which does not lead to any social problems had been banned at certain times in the history, it is consumed by the children, who are known to have a higher sensitivity due to their small bodies through some beverages that contain caffeine [15, 16]. This situation leads to the idea that it might be an appropriate decision to limit coffee consumption for children or even to keep them away until they reach a certain age. When we consider that it has been consumed without any restriction for centuries, we develop the idea that this substance provided through caffeinated drinks that are mainly categorized as beverages has not attracted proper attention until now. On the other hand, it has recently begun to be considered that this substance may cause some potential psychological and physiological problems in young people that meet with chocolate, tea, coffee, etc. at early ages, due to its stimulant nature as well as the risk that it might lead to consumption disorder [17]. It is also among the findings of studies that caffeine consumption leads to changes in the body’s blood pressure [18]. When it is considered that blood pressure is an important issue especially for patients with high blood pressure, their doctors’ advice to stay away from coffee is understandable.

The studies show that overconsumption is common especially among students. It is observed that caffeine consumption is pretty common among students that consume it mainly in forms like coffee, tea, energy drinks, cola, etc. for it keeps them awake. How-
ever, the negative effects of caffeine on health should be taken into account and its consumption should be taken under control [19]. It seems to be inevitable that caffeinated drinks will remain among popular beverages during exam periods as it is a widely accepted idea that it helps to “avoid sleeping” or “increase concentration” despite the warnings and clinically important studies. Although the idea that it helps individuals focus on their studies for long hours, the risk of developing a consumption disorder through excessive use is an important point to consider. While some of the data obtained show that some consumers may develop a clinically considerable addiction, for now there isn’t any satisfactory study on how to cure or prevent that disorder [20]. Although the studies held do not offer any certain treatment, they show that the concerns on this matter actually started a long time ago, however, as it was considered as a behavioral problem, they intended to find a remedy accordingly [21]. In our day, the experts study on some programs focused on Cognitive Therapy to find a solution against overconsumption [22].

### Caffeine Withdrawal and its Negative Effects

Many experts that study addiction agree on the existence of a concept named caffeine withdrawal and an important majority considers that this is a situation that should be examined clinically [23]. Among its important effects, we can count that; its overconsumption might be closely associated with emerged mental health issues that it may support addiction while leading to stress, anxiety, burnout syndromes that it has an effect to increase the heart rate while reducing the need for sleeping [24-26]. The fact that stress, anxiety and burnout syndromes, which are considered among important diseases of our time and are intended to be treated through medicine and therapeutic methods, may be emerging as a result of excessive caffeine consumption is another situation that should receive considerable attention.

While the dose contained in the products available in the market may not pose any risk, especially the energy drinks that can be consumed with alcoholic drinks can increase the harm of caffeine. At this point, it should be considered that pregnant women, children or individuals with mental diseases may be affected by external factors more than usual [27]. Because coffee is a combination of active chemicals that contain caffeine in addition to phenolic polymers, chlorogenic acid [28]. Another important issue is that although it is possible to consider that each product available in the market contains a fair amount of caffeine, it is not possible, at least in our day, to supervise the number of products sold to children. For this reason, the inability to detect the amount of such products when consumed especially by the children through foods and drinks, emerging of situations that form the basis for consumption disorders is possible. In this sense, families or caregivers have important responsibilities.

There are available studies on coffee consumption among children at ages nine to ten and its conclusions. The results show that, even if some conditions like socioeconomic status, gender, sleeping are considered even, there’s an avoidant relationship between coffee consumption and vocabulary, understanding, memory processing speed and episodic memory [29]. Thus, this inevitably brings to mind the question whether the memories of minors’ at developmental ages who started at early periods and still continue to consume caffeinated drinks, will be affected, too.

While its consumption as of the adolescence period has a predictor effect on aggressive behaviours, it can be mentioned that it helps the adolescent improve their focus depending on the amount consumed, similarly as in adults [30-32]. It is also among the findings that it affects some symptoms like headache, anger, insomnia for it stimulates the important parts of the nervous system [33]. Another important information is that; although there is a positive and strong correlation between caffeine and smoking, unfortunately the underlying reasons could not be defined yet [34]. Regardless of the fact that the underlying reasons are not defined, it can be observed that coffee and cigarettes are generally consumed together in daily life, especially in social environments.

For sure, not all the studies focus solely on results of caffeine that might be risky. While some of the studies suggest that it is not necessary to consider it under the title of addiction, some researches focus on its positive sides. Among its most important characteristics, we can count that it prevents the condition of stupor by blocking the performance of adenosine that causes apathy; that it has a better natured physiological profile when compared to other stimulants; that it stimulates dopamine when consumed at high doses [35]. In some of the epidemiological studies held, it was observed that this substance might be a measure against Parkinson’s it might reduce the endometrial (uterine cancer) risk, and that its consumption in tea form reduces the risk of cancer in general [36]. Some epidemiological studies and experimental research states that coffee consumption may have positive effects on type 2 diabetes and liver diseases, the increasing cohort studies have not achieved any result that associates cardiovascular diseases with coffee consumption [37]. While it is stated that non-excessive consumption of coffee might have positive effects on health, there are also warnings that pregnant women should be considered out of the subject [38]. In our day, it is considered that overconsumption during pregnancy might cause various harms [39].

The studies suggesting that coffee roasting methods can also support various problems state that it also has a preventive effect against inflammatory situations for its antioxidant nature [40]. Apart from its leading to consumption disorders, the amount of consumption is also considered important. Whether coffee consumption has positive effects on or triggers certain diseases is still being discussed and it seems that it will remain as an unresolved issue for the science world for a long time. On the other hand, it can be easily observed in its regular web announcements that the American Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has a pretty clear understanding on the matter. Although not considered as a dangerous situation as opioid or alcohol, when regular coffee con-
consumption is quitted at once, it might cause withdrawal, therefore it is recommended to quit it gradually. Another important warning is that the amount of excessive consumption changes according to the individual [41, 42].

Conclusion
The market shares of caffeine-based foods and beverages, which are among the most popular substances legally offered to people of all ages, are continuously increasing. It might spring to mind that one of the reasons for this may be that the ads published on TV and social media are promotive and especially oriented to children. On the other hand, overconsumption of caffeine substances that can cause disorders yet are accepted by both the International Health Organization and the American Psychiatric Association, should not be linked solely to ads. Monitoring and limiting the consumption at a certain level especially for minors can help them benefit from possible positive effects of coffee while protecting from its harms and thus avoid a problematic outcome. When we consider that individuals who completed their adolescent development can self-control, they are expected to consider that avoiding overconsumption is an important measure for their health so as to avoid any disorder.
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